
Fish Counter 690
Curved glass

CHARACTERISTICS
Tank made of AISI 316 scotch-brite stainless steel with 31 mm draina-
ge hole (3/4”) supplied with internal high density polyurethane foam 
insulation complete with  removable perforated false bottom made of 
stainless steel. The tank is supplied with electronic digital thermome-
ter, with a temperature display positioned on the public side. 
The protection on the public side is characterized by 300 mm. high, 
6 mm. thick curved tempered glass and by shockproof bar made of 
stainless steel. At the sides the tank is protected  by two shaped 
edges made of AISI 316 scotch-brite stainless steel.

Overall dimension (mm) 2100x1152x1046h

Tension (V) - Frequency (Hz) 230 - 50

Power compressor (kw) 0,67

Surface exposure  (m2) 1,75

Pressure ( bar ) 29,5

690 BP 210 RCMODEL
The structure is made of AISI 304 scotch-brite stainless steel and is 
completely lined with curved panels, designed to be fi xed to the fl oor, 
with supporting legs that can be opened to access the points of atta-
chment and the tank drainage tube, which is completely hidden from 
view. The refrigerating unit is located inside of  a slotted supporting 
leg. It is slotted to allow airing and can be accessed through a closing 
panel that can be opened. 

The structure is made of AISI 304 scotch-brite stainless steel and is 
composed by two supporting legs, that can be opened to access the 
points of attachment and the tank drainage tube, which is completely 
hidden from view, designed to be fi xed to the fl oor.
The refrigerating unit is located inside of a slotted supporting leg. It is 
slotted to allow airing and can be accessed through a closing panel 
that can be opened. 

For those who want to realize a masonry structure, we can supply, to-
gether with the tank that include the refrigerating unit, all the instruc-
tions necessary for a perfect realization of the same (dimensions, 
height, drain position). The masonry structure allows, besides a total 
personalization, to reach a high hygienic level. 

Cooling gas   R404A

690 GP 210 RCMODEL

690 VP 210 RCMODEL



Fish Counter 690
Straight glass
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CHARACTERISTICS
Tank made of AISI 316 scotch-brite stainless steel with 31 mm draina-
ge hole (3/4”) supplied with internal high density polyurethane foam 
insulation complete with  removable perforated false bottom made of 
stainless steel. The tank is supplied with electronic digital thermome-
ter, with a temperature display positioned on the public side. 
The protection on the public side is characterized by 350 mm. high, 
10 mm. thick straight tempered glass and by shockproof bar made 
of stainless steel. At the sides the tank is protected  by two shaped 
edges made of AISI 316 scotch-brite stainless steel.

Overall dimension (mm) 2100x1180x1093h

Tension (V) - Frequency (Hz) 230 - 50

Power compressor (kw) 0,67

Surface exposure (m2) 1,75

Pressure ( bar ) 29,5

The structure is made of AISI 304 scotch-brite stainless steel and is 
completely lined with curved panels, designed to be fi xed to the fl oor, 
with supporting legs that can be opened to access the points of atta-
chment and the tank drainage tube, which is completely hidden from 
view. The refrigerating unit is located inside of  a slotted supporting 
leg. It is slotted to allow airing and can be accessed through a closing 
panel that can be opened.

The structure is made of AISI 304 scotch-brite stainless steel and is 
composed by two supporting legs, that can be opened to access the 
points of attachment and the tank drainage tube, which is completely 
hidden from view, designed to be fi xed to the fl oor.
The refrigerating unit is located inside of a slotted supporting leg. It is 
slotted to allow airing and can be accessed through a closing panel 
that can be opened. 

For those who want to realize a masonry structure, we can supply, to-
gether with the tank that include the refrigerating unit, all the instruc-
tions necessary for a perfect realization of the same (dimensions, 
height, drain position). The masonry structure allows, besides a total 
personalization, to reach a high hygienic level. 

Cooling gas   R404A

690 BP 210 RVMODEL

690 GP 210 RVMODEL

690 VP 210 RVMODEL


